In addition to the changes in *FSH* Section 2700, the Faculty Council approved changes in the instrument to be used in the evaluation process. That revision was approved in May 2001 and then reviewed and revised by the Faculty Council in the Fall of 2001.

**Proposed Instructor/Course Evaluation Form**

What grade do you expect to receive in this class?  
A  B  C  D  F  
What grade were you working to attain?  
A  B  C  D  F  
How often did you attend class?  
90%+  80%+  70%+  60%+  <60%  
How often were you fully prepared for class?  
90%+  80%+  70%+  60%+  <60%  
How would you rate the quality of your effort in this class?  
A  B  C  D  F  

*The items below ask for your evaluation of your experience in [Course Number] this semester. In each case the scale is 0 to 4, with 4 being the highest rating and 0 the lowest rating.*

1. Instructor

Rate the instructor of this course relative to each of the qualities listed below.  
*(highest rating is 4)*

(Menu questions from the “Instructor” section placed here)  
4  3  2  1  0

Overall, how would you rate the instructor’s performance in teaching this course?  
4  3  2  1  0

Comment on the instructor’s performance. What was most helpful? What could be improved?  
[text input]

2. Course

Rate the course itself relative to each of the qualities listed below.  
*(highest rating is 4)*

(Menu questions from the “Course” section placed here)  
4  3  2  1  0

Overall, how would you rate the quality of this course?  
4  3  2  1  0

Comment on the quality of this course. What was most helpful? What could be improved?

Menu questions can be selected from a list or can be written by the instructor for each course.